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Abstract. In the present document, the Cepstrum transform and the analysis of principal
components were used to differentiate amplitudes in the mechanical vibrations produced by
unbalance and misalignment with respect to a reference group. This document requires three
stages. It begins with levelling in order to establish the control group. The unbalancing was
carried out with a known mass located in the two radial distances of the first and second
flywheels. The misalignment was made by running the sliding supports back 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5
degrees. In the second stage, Matlab algorithms were created for both cepsctrum and main
component analysis. In the last stage the obtained data were analyzed identifying the differences
that may exist in the analyzed records. The project focused on the use of Matlab to find
differences at a frequency of 30 Hz. The results obtained made it possible to determine that it is
possible to find differences with the proposed methodology.

1. Introduction.
Rotating machines have different operating states during its lifetime. These may be normal type or
operation failures, which may be due to little study of the machine, and critical operation, which can
affect permanently to different parts making up the machine [1]. Because of this industry began to adopt
different types of maintenance on rotating machines in order to address the failures that may occur in
these teams; preventively before the failure, correctively occurs when the failure occurs and is
investigated because occurred; and fails when it seeks to replace damaged parts [1].

In rotary machines 2 important affectations studied in this project are presented. The first is due to
improper mounting of the machine by poor manufacture of the bed or poor mechanical coupling between
drive and driven shafts; this involvement is known as alignment fault [2].
On the other hand, the second involvement is concerned with wear, incorrect selection of a failed
component, faulty manufacture of the components of the machine, some dynamic fracture machine part,
among other causes; by which it can be produced by unbalance failure [3]. Although the type of failure
can be detected in time, other inherent flaws in rotating machinery problems arise, which have to do
with other factors such as; interpretation of curves, judgment and subjectivity of the analyst. The
interpretation of the spectra in vibration analysis equipment or specialized software depends on the
experience, knowledge and judgment on the analyst applied vibration; to determine whether visible
sometimes audible failures are due to imbalance, misalignment, mechanical looseness, worn bearings,
bent arrows or electrical problems [2]. In this sense, the solution to this problem focuses on the
possibility of finding a method to moderate the interpretation of the information from the vibration, the
analyst's subjectivity; and also serve to support maintenance professionals for a correct decision in
determining faults in rotating machines.
Importantly, the scientific and academic community has been concerned about this problem and have
generated around this, various alternatives both in terms of feature extraction [4-7], from mechanical
vibrations, as in systems that allow discrimination of each operating mode [8-9] and focused data
compression for the application of classification and troubleshooting rotating machinery [10]. In this
regard, it has raised for this work to extract features related to the behavior of a rotating system affected
by unbalance and misalignment independently.
The methodology used in the proposed solution is that the descriptive desired characterize faults;
correlational because a reference group is set to analyze faults unbalance and misalignment in rotating
machinery [11]. Similarly, the method used is the deductive because based on overall theories
transformed cepstrum and principal component analysis in solving particular problems as proposed in
this work [12]; on the other hand, the technique used to validate all results outlined in this research is
the experimental [11] type.
Matlab is used to analyze three general types of samples; The control group, the group of imbalance
and misalignment group. In Matlab different algorithms in order to select samples from the same
variable that are grouped in reference to the amplitude at the fundamental frequency created. It also
created algorithms to calculate the cepstrum transformed to perform principal component analysis 8
observations, to obtain the Euclidean distance and different characteristics in the analysis of 6 variables
statistics.
2. Cepstrum Analysis and Principal Component Analysis
The transformed cepstrum Oppenheim and Schafer as [13], with Bogert emerged in 1963, referring to a
way to analyze signals in the time domain, which did not belong to the frequency domain; cepstrum can
be defined as the spectrum of the natural logarithm of the spectrum as shown in equation 1.
𝑋[𝑛] = 𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇{𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝐹𝐹𝑇(𝑥[𝑛])|}

(1)

In this equation the expression IFFT corresponds to the discrete inverse Fourier transform, the
expression FFT is the discrete Fourier transform, the expression log is the logarithm base 10 and the
expression x [n] is the signal in the time domain. With these coefficients aspects of the spectra such as
the envelope or detailed characteristics [14] recovered.
It is clear that the drawback that occurs in the technique of feature extraction by applying
transformations of the signal is the high dimensionality of the resulting space, which would form very
large vectors description. Given this, the dimensionality reduction techniques help to preserve the most
important information while the dimension of the transformed space is reduced [15-16]. The idea of the
principal component analysis is to estimate the variability of each data set and retain greater variance

components according to certain criteria [17] in order to use them as representative characteristics of
each mode.
The first principal component is the linear combination of coefficients with a high variability; as
shown in Equation 1. The second is due to the linear combination of the coefficients of the second
greater variability and so on.
𝑋𝑝𝑛 = ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑖 ∗ 𝜆𝑝𝑖
(2)
Where Xp is the main component, the subscript n indicates the order of the component, Cp is the
coefficient related to the variance of the coefficient λ. After calculating the principal component s are
retained only those showing greater variability using different criteria. For this work four criteria were
implemented:
Jolife criteria: Only the components whose variance is greater than 0.7 are retained.
Kaiser criterion; Are retained components whose variance is greater than average.
standard criteria: The components are retained whose variance is below 2% (Criterion elbow)
Cumulative variance criterion: The components are retained whose variance is greater than 1% of
the total cumulative variance of all components. With the application of the different criteria the
components to be applied to the algorithm that allow differentiation are retained.
3. Sampling and observations
The calculation of the samples was conducted using Equ (3) in infinite sample size populations without
known antecedent.; where Z is the confidence of the sample, P is the probability of success, Q is the
probability of failure and E is the allowable error.
𝑛=

𝑍𝑃𝑄
𝐸

(3)

For a population in the conditions described should be taken Z = 1.6448, the probability of success
and failure should equal P = Q = 0.5, and the allowable error E = 0.01 was taken.
1.6448 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.5
= 67.63 ≅ 68
0.01
In Table 1, the variables used for performing bank failures in the vibration according to the
limitations found in preliminary tests are described.
𝑛=

Table 1. Description of variables.
VARIABLE
GCAB
DA05G
DA10G
DA15G
DBV1R1

DBV1R2
DBV2R1
DBV2R2

DESCRIPTION
Control group alignment and balancing

Movement of the support for 0.5 ° degrees
Movement supports to 1.0 ° degrees
Movement supports to 1.5 ° degrees
Place a mass m1 in the wheel 1 to the distance r1
Place a mass m1 in the wheel 1 to the distance r2
Place a mass m1 in the wheel 2 to the distance r1
Place a mass m1 in the wheel 2 to the distance r2

Point for data collection, is located at the farthest support the engine in horizontal position to half the
distance of the bearing and the signal acquisition was performed using the piezoelectric accelerometer
Dytran. All samples were performed at 30 Hz, due to the limitations found in preliminary tests.

Installation and data acquisition was performed by means of a sensor Dytran brand, acquisition card
National Instruments and Labview program [18]. In Fig.1 the hardware which was used for the tests
shown.

Figure 1. Mechanical Hardware Test.
3.1. Obtaining the characteristics using cepstrum coefficients into mel scale and principal
components analysis.
For comparison of characteristics comparison algorithm using Euclidean distance used by [19-20] it was
used. This system is based on a priori knowledge base characterizing cases the required class. a
comparison control group compared to the other seven groups shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Euclidean distance of CCM related variables
Variables Name Relationship
no CCM
CEPDA1
GCABvsDA05g 1
CEPDA2
GCABvsDA10g 1
CEPDA3
GCABvsDA15g 3
CEPD1
GCABvsDBv1r1 4
CEPD2
GCABvsDBv1r2 3
CEPD3
GCABvsDBv2r1 2
CEPD4
GCABvsDBv2r2 2
DE: Euclidean distance.
CCM: Cepstrum coefficient on the Mel scale.

DE * e-3
3.93322
4.82292
10.94881
11.80011
16.63780
17.28532
32.77406

It should be noted that for the principal component analysis (PCA), the Fourier spectrum is calculated
and spectral coefficients, applying the different criteria the components which in turn are the
characteristics of each observation are retained. In this regard the components shown in Table 3 were
obtained.
Table 3. Components retained on each criterion
Criterion
Jolife
Kaiser
Standard
Cumulative
variance

Retained
components
7
2
1
2

GROUPS
OBSERVED
everyone
everyone
everyone
everyone

It is important to note that not necessarily the criterion to retain the minimum number of components

will best performance features. To probe the above was necessary to apply the algorithm developed
by [20] to give the results shown in Table 4 (case-based reasoning-RBC).

Table 4. Percentages classification and standard deviations for each criterion.
Criterion
Jolife
Kaiser
Standard
Cumulative
variance

PERCENTAGE OF
CLASSIFICATION
80.2
78.66
82
80.2

Standard
Deviations
2
4,21
6,32
6.96

According to the above criteria Jolife (good classification rate and high concentration of data), for
characterization as described in Table 5 was made.
Table 5. Statistical employees
Statistical
Calculation method
E1: Average
∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑥(𝑛)
𝑇1
=
value
𝑁
E2: Standard 𝑇2
Deviation
2
∑𝑁
𝑛=1(𝑥(𝑛) − 𝑇1)
=√
𝑁−1
E3: RMS root
mean square

CV:
Coefficient of
variation

2
∑𝑁
𝑛=1(𝑥(𝑛))
𝑇3 = √
𝑁

𝐶𝑉 =

𝑇2
𝑇1

Description
The average value in a set of data within a
reasonable range represents a trend of values to
a representative value for all [21]
The standard deviation is the root of the sum of the
squared difference values of the signal with the
average value between the total data minus 1.
The measure indicates how scattered the data are
the mean value zero being an ideal value where
the data signal and its average value agree [21]
The root mean square or RMS is the root of the
sum of the square of a number by the total
amount of data. By relying heavily on the
average value of the RMS data it is also
susceptible to extreme outliers [21]
the coefficient of variation which is defined as the
standard deviation about the mean value of the
signal [21]

3.2. Statistical results calculated
After applying statistical both mel cepstral coefficients in the scale and the main components for the
criterion Jolife the results shown in Table 6. (Note that the vectors have compared the cepstral
coefficients and the principal components or for each group were obtained observation)
Table 6. Results of the characterizations for the cepstral coefficients of Table 2.
Variable statisticians
E1 * e4
E2 * e-4 CV% E3 * e-4
GCAB
51.9257 3.0682
5.91 52.0149
DA05g
52.2840 3.2627
6.24 52.3842
DA10g
52.9456 4.3471
8.21 53.1211

DA15g
38.4259 3.6330
9.45 38.5947
DBv1r1m 62.8185 12.5058 19.91 64.0333
DBv1r2m 69.4527 2.8814
4.15 69.5116
DBv2r1m 77.7885 3.7489
4.82 77.8775
DBv2r2m 100.5636 5.0916
5.06 100.6905
E1: Average value
E2: Standard Deviation
E3: RMS root mean square
CV: Coefficient of variation
From the above it can be seen that the average value to differentiate each of the variables in Table 1,
where the variables for the unaligned group are above and below the reference group and variables
unbalanced group are above reference group. Variable statistical standard deviation E2 does not
provide much information al1, but if the coefficient of variation is used, it can be concluded that the
overall variables in Table 5, do not exceed 10% coefficient of variation; however DBv1r1 variable
passes this value and is located in a coefficient of variation of approximately 20%; so in general all
the variables do not have a too large standard deviation.
The variable statistic root mean square E3 allows differentiating each of the variables in Table 6, where
the variables for the unaligned group are above and below the reference group and variables
unbalanced group are above group reference.
4. Conclusions
The anomalies in rotary machines can be identified up to the fourth cepstrum coefficient in mel scale.
The Euclidean distance made it possible to find differences between the Mel scale cepstrum
coefficients for unbalance and misalignment conditions in rotary machines. On the other hand, the
principal components that represent greater discrimination power were calculated taking into account
the Jolife criterion, obtaining characteristics such as the mean value, standard deviation, variation
coefficient and quadratic mean root. Additionally, the coefficient of variation allowed to determine
that the variables studied for the unbalance and misalignment conditions do not have a very high
standard deviation. Finally, it was evidenced that both the mean value and the root mean quadratic
allow to differentiate all the groups when composing a characteristic vector containing the cepstrales
coefficients in mel scale and the principal components obtained from the Fourier coefficients of the
spectrum.
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